A Cultural Publication for Puerto Ricans
The Puerto Rican debt crisis is an ongoing financial crisis related to
the amount of debt owed by the government of Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico
has been experiencing an economic depression for 12 consecutive years,
starting in late 2005 after a series of deficits and the expiration of the
section 936 that applied to Puerto Rico of the U.S. Internal Revenue
Code. The government has also experienced 17 consecutive government
deficits since 2000, exacerbating its fragile economic situation as the
government issued new debt to fund the payment for maturing debt.
A federal statute that contributed to the crisis was the expiration of
section 936 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, which applied to Puerto
Rico. This section was critical for the economy of the island as it
established tax exemptions for U.S. corporations that settled in Puerto
Rico and allowed its subsidiaries operating in the island to send their
earnings to the parent corporation at any time, without paying federal tax
on corporate income. The whole economy of the island based itself
around this privilege, and has been unable to recoup after its loss. Large
companies left the island and unemployment remains since then and
even before then.
Some of the reasons are political, mismanagement, favoritism, people
are given jobs they are not qualified to hold. As the island’s financial
troubles have worsened in recent years, its audited financial statements
and cash flow reports became unavailable, making meaningful
restructuring talks impossible. The local government has proven to be
highly inefficient in terms of management and planning with the main
problem being inefficiency rather than lack of funds.
Puerto Ricans will be facing a water rate increase, privatization of
government operations and the closure of a bank that once oversaw the
island's debt transactions, among a whole lot of changing in the horizon.
Puerto Rico's other public agencies also are struggling to overcome their
debt. Board members said certain operations could be privatized,
including the train system and the generation of electricity. They also
pushed the troubled power company to lower its cost of electricity to 21
cents per kilowatt hour by 2023. Public workers were required to
contribute to large pooled pension funds that use their money to pay
pensions to retirees, sometimes in the manner of a legalized Ponzi
scheme.
There will be wage restructuring in government and layoffs, people
won’t like it. The island will be affected by trickle-down economics with
additional layoffs and wage downgrades in the private sector. Islanders
will flee to mainland U.S. It will not be a pretty sight, more like another
third-world country. Too bad for our beloved island.
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West Indies Colonial Décor
Influenced by the tropical climate as well as the multi-nationals settling in the
islands, West Indies décor style is all about staying cool. While Spanish,
British, French, and Dutch settlers brought some home décor and furniture,
they quickly learned from the locals how to design homes. This meant
learning which woods and other materials were best for the humid climate.
The result was a blended colonial style that is distinctively known as West
Indies Colonial. Puerto Rico is part of the West Indies. La Fortaleza is
decorated in West Indies Colonial style and so were the older homes and
mansion and even some of the nicer inland homes in the mountains of Puerto
Rico.
West Indian Colonial style is a mixture of Colonial furniture, dark woods,
mixed in with tropical accents such as baskets, place rugs, wooden or
bamboo blinds and shutters, ceiling fans, and many many plants. Natural
fibers, straw and rattan are a must, as well as cane, bamboo and woven back
chairs. Interior walls are usually light in color making a contrast with the
dark furniture and dark wood floors, brings the air of romance and
sophistication. Touches with candles, antique gas lamps, theme of far off
places, and exotic tropical islands. Wicker and rattan pieces. And to finish it
all up, plants, lots of big tall plants!
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To recreate an authentic West Indies décor, you need to include the right
combination of colors, fabric, and window treatments. All three of these
played vital roles in not just aesthetics but creature comforts for this very
warm and humid environment.
The West Indies homes were often painted white, off-white or pale colors,
such as green, yellow, and blue. Pale colors conveyed a sense of openness,
light and airiness and painted over stucco walls nicely. The light colors were
vital to a feeling of coolness in a very hot climate.
These light hues also served to off-set the darker wood tones of floors and
furniture. This contrast between light and dark created a sharp and pleasing
style that shouts West Indies décor. If your home doesn't have stucco wall,
you can create faux stucco walls with various paint products.
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Special Thanks to . . .
Plantation shutters were also used for interior window treatments, as
are bamboo shades that are designed to provide additional sun blocking when
needed.

EL BORICUA is a monthly cultural publication,
established in 1995, that is Puerto Rican owned and
operated. We are NOT sponsored by any club or
organization. Our goal is to present and promote our
"treasure" which is our Cultural Identity - “the Puerto
Rican experience.” EL BORICUA is presented in
English and is dedicated to the descendants of Puerto
Ricans wherever they may be.

Tayna Miranda Zayas of MarkNetGroup.com

There are three Puerto Rico's you need to learn about; the
old, the new and the natural. Learn about our little
terruño. Subscribe to EL BORICUA, a monthly cultural
publication for Puerto Ricans.
http://www.elboricua.com/subscribenow.html
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Ocean Park is an upscale beachfront community
within the district of Santurce in San Juan, Puerto
Rico. It is a great place to relax. The excellent
beach is lightly used during the week. If you like to
snorkel, you will see lots of different fish and some
turtles. Bring a picnic lunch because this is a good
spot. Great for Saturdays and Sundays, especially
during summer. Not much parking and not much
shade.

Ocean Park
In Santurce, Atlantic Coast, between Condado and Isla Verder. In the
50’s was a vibrant romantic, Bohemian community, lots of artists and
musicians, writers, poets, scholars, etc on the side of the roads and
on the beach. It was not an expensive area, but it was well kept full of
apartments, private homes, streets lined with large trees and shrubs,
and old style street lamps. Lovers holding hands strolling on the
beach bearefoot in the evenings.

Speaking Puerto Rican . . .
No te hagas la mosquita muerta . . .
Pretending you meant no harm or that you did not
influence an outcome.

Island Restaurants . . . .
MANGO’S RESTAURANT & BAR OCEAN PARK
10 OF THE COOLEST THINGS YOU CAN DO IN PUERTO RICO https://www.thrillist.com/travel/nation/things-to-do-in-puerto-rico-thecoolest-things-you-can-do

Refrán . . .
Cielo empedrado, suelo mojado.
Advise not to get involved in thorny issues.

Trivia
erto Rico most visit sites
February – Old San Juan
March – El Yunque
Hike through El Yunque rainforest and play in the waterfalls. El Yunque is the only
https://www.facebook.com/mangosoceanpark/
rainforest
in the United States forest system, and that fact alone requires a visit. Feel
free to explore on your own or go with a guided tour. This place is amazing, you will
hear
coquiesachirping
when cloudy,
whichdelights,
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You could say that turtles were the original
tourists to Puerto Rico (and much of the
Caribbean). Hawksbill, Leatherback, and Green
Sea Turtles are often found on the beaches of
mainland Puerto Rico and its outlying islands
(generally from February to August), and the
locals take great care to protect their reptilian
friends.

minutes away from the Condado area and the Luis Muñoz Marin International

Go kayaking in a bioluminescent bay and there are three in Puerto Rico. One in
airport.one
Consider
stopping
byinon
yourBioluminescent
next island visit.
There
is music
late at
Fajardo,
in Vieques,
and one
Lajas.
bays will
glow
in the dark
night.
when
the dinoflagellates (organisms) in the water are disturbed. This is the only way
to fully experience these bays.

They always have happy hours, good food and great drinks. The brunch on
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cheese stuffed balls with guava sauce and the coconut shrimp.
Have a ziplining adventure. Opportunities abound on the island for ziplining
Amazing service,
delicious
food,
great
staff!
is open
spaces
where you
adventures.
There are
amazing
tours,
some
notThere
far from
San Juan
(20
can even
bring your
dog. Everything
is veryand
clean.
It doesbridges.
get packed.
No free
minutes
driving)
that include
seven ziplines,
suspended
Some
parking,
get
you to however.
an underground river where to end up in the ocean. Fabulous!
Take the lancha (boat) toLisa
Vieques
and also visit
Culebra island. Both these
Santiago
Brochu
tiny islands are picturesque. Must read up on visiting these islands before
you go because there areRestaurant
time schedulesReviews
you must be aware of.
Spend a day in Ponce, where you can visit the Museo de Ponce, an art
* Lisa
museum worth everyones’
time.Santiago Brochu, is a trained professional
Chef and a former restaurant owner in New York.
travels
to Puerto
Rico
often. Her
Take a daytrip and drive She
the old
mountain
roads
onon
Labusiness
Ruta Panoramica
island
roots
are
in
Caguas.
also known as Carreterra Central, built by the Spaniards.Must visit the
Arecibo Observatory, surfing on the West coast, visit the Bacardi plant,
Slicing across the physical and spiritual heart of Puerto Rico, the Ruta
Panorámica follows the highest ridges of the Central Cordillera for 266km.
This scenic highway cuts through some of the least explored but most
rewarding parts of the island, snaking among mist-shrouded peaks,

http://www.elboricua.com/CCNOW_Calderos.html

BORICUA . . .
is a powerful word.
It is our history,
it is our cultural affirmation,
it is a declaration,
it is a term of endearment,
it is poetic . . .
......
it is us.
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The Arawaks were "animists," which means that they believed in
the inner connection of the two worlds (the visible and the
invisible one) and in the existence and survival of the soul with the
environment (trees, rivers, etc.). They adored the sun, moon,
stars, and springs. The Arawaks believed in eternal life for the
virtuous.
Animism is the belief that all things have a spirit or soul, including
animals, plants, rivers, mountains, stars, the moon, and the sun.
Each being is considered a spirit that can offer help or harm to
humans. As such, spirits must either be worshiped or appeased.
Animists offer sacrifices, prayers, dances, or other forms of
devotions to these spirits in hopes of blessing upon areas of life
(crops, health, fertility, etc.) or for protection from harm.
Animism is the oldest known type of belief system in the world
that even predates paganism. It is still practiced in a variety of
forms in many traditional societies. Animism is used in
the anthropology of religion as a term for the belief system of
many indigenous tribal peoples, especially in contrast to the
relatively more recent development of organized religions.
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May 10,
1889

Antonia Sáez Torres, educator and
playwrite. Won awards from the Institute of
Puerto Rican Literature.

May 13,
1829

Segundo Ruiz Belvis, lawyer, politician,
abolitionist. Was born in Hormigueros.

May 14,
1876

Luis Llorénz Torres, lawyer, politician, and
renouned poet. Wrote "Canción de las
Antillas".

May 16,
1857

Juan Morel Campos, famous musician and
composer, wrote many danzas.

May 16,
1897

Bolívar Pagán, lawyer, politician, writer.
Was born in Guayanilla. Was president of
the Socialist Party.

May 24,
1848
May 25,
1862

Julio J Henna doctor and civic leader.
Mariano Abril y Ostaló, writer and
politician. Was official island historian from
1931 until his death in 1935.

Adopt a Senior

Don Guillo, the gardener . . . .

My name is Lola
When I lost my eyes my owner tossed me out
But now I’m a happy dog in Los Angeles
I have other friends in PR that also need to find a home.
http://www.saveasato.org
Save A Sato is a non-profit, all volunteer organization dedicated to easing the
suffering of Puerto Rico's homeless and abused animals. "Sato" is slang for
street dog. They rescue Satos from the streets and beaches, give them medical
care, food and shelter, and plenty of love. When they are healthy, they are sent
to shelter partners for adoption into loving homes.

You can grow Spanish onion plants at home fairly quickly, with it
taking about four months for a plant to produce edible fruit. These
plants need lots of exposure to sun, and seeds should be planted
about 4 in (10 cm) apart. Once the seeds are in the ground, the soil
around them should be kept moist, but not too wet, since this
could cause them to rot. To get stronger tasting onions, a sulfatebased fertilizer can be used, while a nitrate-rich fertilizer will
make for a milder taste. The bulbs are ready to be harvested when
their tops start turning brown and fall over. After harvesting, they
should be set out to dry for about a week, and then the tops should
be cut off before storage, leaving an inch (2.5 cm) or so of stem.
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Turtles have been a passion for marine biologist Carlos Diez since he
was a young boy. He remembers the first time he saw a leatherback while
volunteering on Isla Mona, a tiny island in the archipelago of Puerto
Rico. "It was massive, like a Volkswagen," explained the worldrenowned turtle conservationist. "It hauled its huge body to the beach,
made a deep hole and laid nearly a hundred eggs, then it went back to the
ocean." The moment left an unforgettable mark on Diez, who was then
14. According to Diez, turtles have been part of myth and lore all over
the world. They have been around since the dinosaur age and were once
considered sea monsters. And like the Puerto Rican Amazon Parrots, sea
turtles once numbered in the millions in Puerto Rican waters before
Europeans arrived to the island. But with the loss of habitat due to land
development, deforestation, hotel and marina development, light
pollution, industrial fishing and poaching for their carcasses, the beloved
ocean creatures face extinction.

Beergaritas Rosita
12 ounces cherry soda (such as cherry 7up)
12 ounces Puerto Rican rum
12 ounces beer
12 ounces frozen limeade concentrate, thawed
fresh limes, to garnish

Strange foods
What are mollejas? Mollejas is the plural form of molleja and roughly
translates to sweetbread. In Puerto Rico, the most common type of
mollejas are "mollejas de pollo" (chicken gizzards). Gizards are part of the
digestive system of the chicken and works in conjunction with the chicken
stomach. It is located between the "Proventriculus" also known as true
stomach of the chicken and the small intestine. It is like a secondary
stomach and has thick muscle walls.
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1.

In a very large pitcher, stir together the soda, rum,
beer, and limeade concentrate. Serve immediately. Garnish
with lime wedges.

These can be fried or stewed.
A popular island dish is Guineitos
en escabeche con mollejas.

Sally Rubio Canales
is a guest writer with
roots in Ponce. She
lives in St Louis with
her two daughters and
spends the summers
in Puerto Rico.

* Diego Matos Dupree, born in Bayamón, is a tavernero for a
popular cruise line and lives on board most of the year. He
gets to travel the world for free.
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Our PRIMOS section journeys through Latin America celebrating our cousins.
This section was added in 1998 in order to become more inclusive and at the request of several public schools using our publication in the classroom.

Elena Cintrón Colón
Primos Editor

Mbeju recipe is a cheesy and delicious taste of Paraguay
It’s great for breakfast, dinner or as a snack. You’ll feel satisfied and won’t get hungry for several
hours after eating this cheesy, gluten-free tortilla-like pancake.
1/3 cup butter, melted
1/2 cup shredded cheddar or gouda cheese
2 cups tapioca/yuca flour
1/4 teaspoon or more salt to taste
1/2 cup whole milk
cooking spray
Begin by combining the dry ingredients in a large bowl. Add the melted butter.
Make sure to combine the ingredients well, until the butter and cheese, flour and salt are fully
incorporated, should be crumbly. Add milk a little bit at a time, fully combining into the mixture
after each small addition.
Now, spray a nonstick skillet with cooking spray and heat over low to medium low heat.
Shape dough into small balls, and place in hot skillet. Use a spatula to press the ball into a
pancake-type shape. Press the Mbeju until they are about 1/2 inch thick, or so.
Cook on each side between 3-5 minutes, turning once cheese is melting. When you get ready to
flip them, they should stay together in the formed circle, and they should not stick to the pan.
They should lightly brown on each side.
If you end up with lots of crumbs in the skillet as you are cooking, the dough might be just a bit
too dry, try to clear the crumbs periodically before starting your next round.
After they are browned, remove from heat, and serve immediately.
Delicious for breakfast and morning snack, with coffee.

* Elena, born and raised in Puerto
Rico to Brazilian and Peruvian
parents, lives in Buenos Aires most of
the year. She works for a large South
American firm and travels throughout
Latin America. She comes home to
San Juan.

Maté and tereré are the drinks of
choice in Paraguay, but they’re so
much more than that- they’re rituals.
When it’s cold, maté is drunk all day
every day. Whenever friends come
over, they share maté. Everyone
carries a personal thermos of hot
water and their cups of loose leaf
herb everywhere they go. When it
gets hot, they just swap it out for the
cold version- tereré. You’ll notice
everyone holding their drinks at all
times of day.
When bumping into each other on the
street, paragueños greet one another
by saying “adios” instead of hello. It’s
meant to tell the other person that
you don’t have time to stop and share
a drink.
Homes here don’t have doorbells.
Instead, people announce their arrival
by clapping their hands. The weather
is so hot that windows are always left
often, so it’s easy to hear the claps.
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Jaime in the Kitchen
A Food Blog
Cocina Criolla – Cooking Hints
By: Anna María Vélez de Blas

Rice is one of my favorite foods, and being that this is a
Puerto Rican household, a favorite of my kinds as well.
When my kids were growing up we often had this onion
and bacon rice for dinner with tostones. It was one of our
favorite meals.

Onion Soup
Mami served this with almost every Sunday dinner in Aibonito. This delicious soup
was served before the main course. She was not a trained cook, but she could cook!

3 lbs. uncooked onions, sliced
(about 6 to 7 large onions)
2 tbsp butter, melted
2 tsp salt
1/4 cup dry sherry (cooking
wine), optional
2 tsp minced garlic
4 cups reduced sodium beef
broth

2 cups reduced sodium chicken
broth
5 sprigs fresh thyme
Fresh oregano
1 bay leaf
1 tsp sugar
1 tsp reduced sodium soy sauce
1/4 tsp black pepper

Arroz con cebollas y tocino
½ lb bacon
3 (8 ounce) envelopes French onion soup
2 cups rice
4 cups water, boiled
½ cup sofrito
1 pkt Sazón, optional
1 large Spanish onion, halved and sliced
Chop bacon and cook until done in a medium caldero.
Remove from heat as soon as is browned. Do not toast.

Combine the onions, butter and salt in your slow cooker. Cover and
cook on high for 4 hours, until the onions turn a caramel brown color.
Add the dry sherry and garlic, stirring to combine. Keep the slow
cooker on high, uncovered, to burn off any alcohol, 10 to 15 minutes.

In same pan with grease, cook onions until soft. Add
sofrito and Sazón, cook for a couple of minutes.
Add onion soup and bacon, stir. Add rice and then add
enough boiling water to cover rice one inch above rice
line. Stir once or twice only.

Stir in the broths, thyme, oregano, bay leaf and sugar. Cook covered
on high for an additional 1 to 2 hours to let the flavors blend. Remove
the thyme and bay leaf and stir in soy sauce and pepper.

Cook over medium high heat until liquid evaporates, then
cover and cook for 20-25 minutes over low heat until
done. Fluff with fork and serve with tostones.

1.
Serve with a sprinkle of parmesan cheese and French bread. Enjoy!

*Anna, born in Bayamóm and raised in Aibonito, is a Recipe Tester for EL
BORICUA, a staff writer, and is also a professional Chef. She lives in California with
her husband, Joe and their three children.

* Jaime Garibay Rivera, Ph.D. is a retired college professor
(Aerophysics), now living in Miami. He has three children and his
family roots are in Mayagüez.
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Nuestra Cocina Criolla
For me, a good hash topped with a couple of eggs cooked over
easy is the ultimate comfort food. Breakfast lunch dinner, it
doesn’t matter, it works for anything. Crisp and sweet pink lady
apples and ripe plantains are caramelized, and cooked with bacon
for a breakfast that’s an amazing combination, delicious and full
of flavors.

Sorullitos de queso y guayaba
http://chefedgardonoel.com/2015/11/20/sorullitosrellenos-de-guayaba-y-queso-video/
2 cup yellow cornmeal
2½ cups water
2 Tbsp butter
1 Tbsp sugar
¼ tsp salt
½ cup shredded cheddar
4oz cream cheese, thinly sliced
4oz guava paste, thinly sliced
2 eggs
In a saucepan bring water with butter, salt and sugar to boil. Add
corn mean slowly while constantly stirring, and cook for 5 minutes.
Lower heat and continue cooking, stirring, until liquid evaporates
and dough forms a ball.

Amarillos Apple Bacon Breakfast Hash

4 slices bacon, chopped
½ medium Spanish onion, roughly chopped
1 small-med Pink Lady or Granny Smith apple, chopped
1 small-med ripe plantain, chopped
Salt and pepper to taste
2 eggs

1.

2.

3.

Cook bacon till halfway done, stir it a bit and then add
the plantains. Stir while cooking to allow the plantains to
caramelize on all sides in the bacon fat.
Once the plantains are getting brown and soft, add the
apples and onions to the pan and stir. Lower the heat to
medium or medium-low, and cover the pan to allow the
onions and apples to cook. After less than a minute, uncover
and stir. When done add salt and pepper to taste.
Serve with a couple of fried runny eggs on top and a
slice of toasted and buttered French bread and your morning
café con leche.

Add shredded cheddar and mix in, add a bit more water, if needed.
Let this cool covered with kitchen towel to retain moisture. Once
cooled down, mix in two beaten eggs. Form balls, with about 2
rounded tablespoons of dough, and give cylindrical shape, then
flatten with your hands. Place a slice each of cream cheese and
guayaba and fold the dough to close and reshape into cylinder.
Continue to create the cylinders until all the dough is used.
Fry the sorullitos in plenty of oil over high heat until they are
golden. Drain on paper towels. Serve warm with Salsa Rosa.

Salsa Rosa
½ cup mayonnaise
2 tablespoons ketchup
2 tablespoon hot sauce
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
½ teaspoon garlic powder
¼ teaspoon black pepper
Mix all ingredients together until
smooth. Cover and store refrigerated
until ready to serve.
Makes about ¾ cup.
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Nuestra Cocina Criolla

Flan de coquito y turrón
Plantain Curlies
These are not worth eating if they aren’t crispy and crunchy.
Spiralizing plantains and baking them in the oven in high heat
yields the crispiest and tastiest curlies.
2 very green plantains
2 tbsp olive oil
½ tsp sea salt + more
2 cloves garlic, minced and mashed (or garlic powder)
Sazonador Total by Goya
1.
2.
3.

Preheat oven to 450 degrees F.
Line a baking sheet with parchment paper.
Slice off both ends of the plantains and score the skin
lengthwise, being careful not to cut through the flesh.
Peel
off the skin and discard.
4.
Cut the plantains in half and use a spiralizer at the
thickest
setting to spiralize the plantains.
5.
In a large bowl, toss the spiralized plantain with the
rest of
the ingredients.
6.
Spread out over the parchment paper-lined baking
sheet in
a single layer. Do not crowd the pan. Use 2
baking sheets if
necessary.
7.
Bake for 10 minutes.
8.
Remove from oven and flip over the fries carefully.
9.
Bake for additional 10-15 minutes.
10.
Sprinkle with more salt, and serve immediately.

1 cup sugar
1 cup turrón, grounded
2 cups coquito
6 eggs
8oz cream cheese
1 Tbs vanilla
Heat the oven to 350°
Prepare caramel for mold.!
Pour 1 cup sugar and about ¼ cup water in a microwave safe cup. I
use a 2 cup glass Pyrex measuring cup. Just stir the sugar and water
a bit and microwave on high for about 5 minutes until it reaches the
right color. You are looking to get the perfect color, not too light
and not too dark. You might have to open the microwave door just
before time is over, or you might have to add a few seconds at a
time. When it reaches the right color, open the oven immediately
and carefully pour into the flan mold and swirl around. Always let
the caramel set before pouring in the custard.
Next get the 'baño de María' or bain-marie (water bath) ready. I
use a large cookie sheet on the bottom, then set a large roasting pan
on the sheet. At the last minute you will need to boil some water.
Start water to boil when just before you begin preparing custard.
Using a sharp knife chop up the turrón and run thru the blender or
food processor until it is crumbly. You need 1 cup.
Add the rest of the ingredients to the blender until everything is
well blended together.
Sit the caramelized mold into the baño de Maria. Next slowly pour
custard into caramelized mold. Cover with foil. Place the baño de
Maria in the oven and carefully pour boiling water to about 2” from
the bottom.
Cook at 350° for 45 minutes until the test knife comes clean.
Remove from the oven and let it cool down before refrigerating.
Needs to be refrigerated at least 4 hours.
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Lo Nuestro . . .

Puerto Rican Veteran’s Memorial
Puerto Ricans have been present during all of America’s wars. Historically they have not
always been commended for their heroism. However, in the city of Boston history was made.
The Puerto Rican Veteran’s Memorial was erected four years ago. According to sources, it is
the first public memorial in the United States honoring the Puerto Rican soldier.

Maxwell is half Puerto Rican and half Haitian. He
grew up in East New York, a rough part of Brooklyn in
New York City. His first three albums each sold over a
million copies.

The memorial is located on Washington and West Dedham streets and the work of artist
Robert Shure. Mr. Shure is a national sculptor originally from Brooklyn. The unveiling took
place on a Tuesday in 2013 where a wreath in the shape of the Puerto Rican flag embraced
the memorial.
The tribute was met with cheers from the audience who awaited the monument that was
years in the making. It displays a male and female soldier made of bronze and granite.
Representative Michael Menino, at the time the 53rd mayor of Boston, led the ceremony
among cheers. His words spoke of gratitude and honor in being involved in this long awaited
project. He was happy it is reported, to lead this respectful homage to the Puerto Rican
veteran. Below the monument are written the words, “La libertad no es gratis.”
Let’s take our hats off to some of the men and women of war, courage, and defense, our
Puerto Rican soldiers.
Marta Romero was an actress and singer, and one of
the pioneers in Puerto Rican television. Born: February
17, 1928, in Ponce and died May 31, 2013,
*Betty is a literacy teacher in Harlem and writes
children’s books. She is publishing her first, “La
Despeinada” in late spring. Betty lives with her two
children Natasha and Xavier in Brooklyn, New York.

